
Is it a fake ID?

Look at their eyes!

What is their
appearance?

Ask questions.
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What is their
appearance?
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Persuasive Communication

Be Persuasive -
Not Pushy



Provides an overview of the alcohol
problem in society hence, providing a
basis for reasonable service.

Discusses case law and statutes
pertaining to the liquor industry. 
DRAM shop is covered in detail.

Examines alcohol’s history, chemical
makeup, production, and consumption/
absorption. This section is designed to
educate the consumer and dispel myths
about impairing quantities. 

Discusses ways to better identify 
impaired customers and how to 
properly deal with them.

Demonstrates how to differentiate
between alcohol and drug influence
through eye movement (HGN) 
and pupil size. 

Introduces the participant to the (7)
categories of drugs and specific signs 
and symptoms associated with them. 

The consultants demonstrate common
divided attention tests which enable the
participant to better assess impairment.

Discusses what is an “acceptable” form
of identification, how to recognize false
identification, and demonstrates/
displays new verification technology. 

Let us create a program that’s right for you.

is an informative program designed to
educate the beverage server on all aspects
of proper alcohol service.

Corporate Drug & Alcohol Specialists, Inc

“Last Call” Beverage 
  Server Education 
“Last Call” Beverage 
  Server Education 

The Alcohol
Problem

Legal Issues

Alcohol Basics

Identifying the
Impaired

Eye Examinations

Is it Alcohol 
or is it Drugs?

Detection
Techniques

Identification
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This is an informative class to help you understand body language. 
Learn to decode the hidden meanings of individual gestures, vocal 
tones, and facial expressions. Learn what your rights are and 
how to enforce them without guilt. Enjoy the rush of power when 
you speak your mind without fear! Learn specially crafted verbal 
gymnastics that can make whatever you say appear true. Master 
the skill of defusing negative communication.

Be Persuasive - Not Pushy

www.cdasinc.com
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Provide an overview of how verbal 
communication can hide the truth and 
body language cannot.  From head to 
toe, we’ll go through how to listen with 
the eyes to what arms and legs are 
saying about you and customers.

Be Direct. Learn how to send a clear 
message as to how people should treat 
us.

Replace fear with power by learning 
how to set boundaries and shift your 
thinking.

It is an exceptionally reliable method 
that can bring compliance.

When greeting or serving customers, 
ulilize non verbal communication. The 
softening technique consists of a set 
of handy body language gestures that 
will make people more receptive to your 
attempts at contact.

Discuss the soften technique. The 
SOFTEN technique makes a good 
preparation for communication. The next 
step is to circulate, looking for receptive-
looking individuals. Once you find 
someone open for contact, be the first to 
initiate conversation and apply the these 
techniques.

Understanding 
Body Language

Assertiveness

Setting 
Boundaries

Power of Rapport

Non Verbal 
communication

Pre-Conversation 
Phase


